
NoteZ v3.23
NoteZ is a varient of the Post-It idea for Windows NT 3.51 or later or Windows 95.  It provides
the usual pop up notes on the desktop, but also a diary and a calendar for reviewing 
appointments and reminders.  Notes are organised into folders and can be sorted and 
searched, so they can be used as a simple flat file database.

Info on using NoteZ is provided in the help file.  This file is just to describe how to get NoteZ 
started.  NoteZ is available for Windows NT and Windows 95, but it will not run under 
Windows for Workgroups or earlier.

Installing NoteZ
To install NoteZ simply run setup.exe.  You will be asked for the directory where NoteZ should
be installed.  You can use an existing directory or setup can create a new directory for you.  If 
you already have NoteZ installed the setup program will by default upgrade your existing 
installation.  The setup program is designed to leave your current notes intact, but as always, 
if you have important data then back it up first before you install.

If you’re using NT v3.51 then setup will create a group and icon for NoteZ in Program 
Manager.  On NT v3.52 or later or Windows 95 setup will add an entry for NoteZ to the Start 
menu.

Changes
NoteZ v3.22 was the first version specifically designed for Windows 95.  v3.23 is just a minor 
bug fix and I’ve finally written a proper install program.  If you’re already happily using v3.22 
There is little to be gained from upgrading to v3.23.

Registration
NoteZ is shareware; the registration fee is ten pounds sterling or 15 US dollars.  No-one will 
hassle for registration, and I won't be losing any sleep worrying whether you've registered or 
not, but registering will give you a nice warm feeling (and me ten pounds :-)

I cannot take credit cards, but cheques in sterling or US dollars or indeed cash are welcome 
and should be sent to:

John Rennie.
18 Shaftesbury Avenue,
Vicars Cross,
Chester.  CH3 5LQ
United Kingdom

jrennie@cix.compulink.co.uk


